FAQ’s ABOUT SUMMATIVE REFLECTIONS

Q: What is the summative reflection?

A. The summative reflection is the final reflection you will write for your Graduation Portfolio! You will look back on your portfolio “journey” by explaining why you chose the entries you included in your portfolio and discussing how the work in your portfolio represents your growth as a student. Also, you will look forward and discuss how the work you completed for your portfolio will help you when you leave high school.

Q: Can I start writing my summative reflection before my Graduation Portfolio is complete?

A. YES! You can and should start writing your summative reflection before your Graduation Portfolio is complete. You can add to and revise information in your summative reflection once your portfolio is complete.

Q: Where can I find documents and resources that will help me complete my summative reflection?

A. You can find the graphic organizers and informational materials you need by clicking on the "Assignments" link on your Home Page, and then clicking on the "View Class Resources" link in your Advisory course site.

Q: When can I submit my summative reflection?

A. You can and should submit your summative reflection once you have selected the 24 entries for your Graduation Portfolio. You do not need to wait until you have built your Graduation Portfolio Tour in Richer Picture.

Q: How do I submit my summative reflection?

A. You should submit your summative reflection by uploading it to the “Summative Reflection” assignment in Richer Picture.

Q: Who reads my summative reflection?

A. A teacher or administrator will read your summative reflection and give you feedback, including any revisions you need to make. Once you have revised your summative reflection, you must submit it to Mr. O’Brien along with the draft that was marked up by your reader. **You MUST highlight ALL of your revisions using the highlighting tool in Word.**

Q: What should I do once my summative reflection is proficient?

A. You should attach your summative reflection as an artifact in your Graduation Portfolio Tour.